
My Policies
Post-Offer Support:

Creation of a college level mentor system between current students and offer-holders for both 

academic and pastoral needs, including an offer holder shadowing scheme. 

Funds for academic support to those at high risk of missing offers. 

Work with CUSU President to eradicate excessive presence of unpaid internships. 

Transparency:

Creation of a centralised, online database listing all associated 

living costs and financial support available across colleges, to 

equip prospective applicants with all the information they need 

to make an informed decision.

 Diversity:

Expansion on current residential schemes targeted at specific 

demographics, such as BME and women in STEM subjects.  

Christ's Access Officer - After being elected Access Officer in 2017, I have been heavily involved in access, 

both in the administrative capacity and actively in weekly access events. I’ve led teams of student 

helpers over the interview period, as well as coordinating volunteering on Open Days and for groups such 

as  IntoUniversity. I also have gained valuable insight into the CUSU Shadowing Scheme, enhancing my 

understanding of a fantastic scheme that would only flourish further under my leadership. 

 

Christ's Access Representative - I have devoted weeks of my time to access, helping at open days even 

before officially arriving at Christ’s as a fresher. Whether it is a 30 minute tour or 4 day residential, every 

experience has educated me further about access, providing a direct line to communicate with students 

about the most important thing: how they feel about access to Cambridge. 

 

CAMbassador - Gained insight into the working beyond the college level, gaining an overview of how to 

target harder to reach demographics through a centralised process. 

 

SMC Vice President - Experience working with an extensive committee, organising team campaigns and 

liaising with university officials, all skills I would utilise as Access Officer.  
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